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Chapter 1 

Red Falcon 

Last time we left Diana on a boat heading towards 

Dr. Evil Hair’s Island. Diana reaches the island to 

find herself lying on the beach; Diana wakes up and 

walks towards the base. The base is in rubble; Diana 

sees a large hole in the side of the base. Diana walks 

in the base; Diana looks around the base. 

 Diana sees a locker on a damage wall; she opens it 

to finds two weapons. Diana takes the weapons out of 

the locker; she walks towards the lab. The lab is 

trashed but, the table is still standing. Diana walks 

up to the table and lies down and takes a nap; Diana 

sleeps until morning. 

 Diana wakes up to see a case next to the computer; 

she walks to the case. She picks up the case and places 

it on the table; she opens the case. She sees a leather 

jump suit in the case; she picks the jump suit up. 

Diana looks at the red suit; she walks into the back 

room.  

Diana puts the red suit on; and straps the guns to 

her legs. She looks to the right and sees a note on the 

wall. The note is under a leaver, on is written “PULL 

ME!” She pulls the leaver. The floor opens, Diana walks 

down the ramp.  

Diana walks towards a light at the end of the ramp. 

She sees a large door at the end of the hallway. She 

walks towards the door, the door opens, and she walks 

thru the doorway. She sees a red bike in the middle of 

a large room. On the wall toward the right side is a 

table, a pairs of red gloves and a red helmet.  
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She walks over to the table and puts the gloves and 

the helmet on. Diana gets on the bike, “indemnify 

yourself”, “RED FALCON” said Diana. She looks at the 

bike, and asks what are you? “I’m HALE2000” replied the 

bike. I’m here to help you on your mission, “what 

mission?” asked Diana. 

“To take out John Smith!” replied Hale, Diana 

starts the bike. “Let’s get going then” replied Diana, 

“one problem, I can’t swim” replied Hale. “How do we 

get off the Island?” asked Diana. Hale remotely closes 

the doors and opens the floor, Diana and Hale drives 

down the ramp. 

She drives into a tunnel under the base and ocean 

floor, she gets to the ghost town. She drives out of 

the tunnel on the right side of the road. She drives 

onto the road but, when she arrives at the base it was 

empty. John and the others moved to the new base, Diana 

gets off the bike. 

Meanwhile, John is in his new room at the new base, 

the base is on the water. The new base is an air craft 

career with all of John toys. John walks out of his 

room and up to the deck of the ship. Tracy and Kim are 

waiting at the bow of the ship; Todd and Mike are on 

the bridge looking over the deck. John walks up to 

Tracy and Kim; Todd gets a phone call; he answers the 

phone; it’s Jack.  

Jack tells Todd that Diana is on the base, Todd 

yells down to John; “John!” “Come up here!” John runs 

up to the bridge; “what’s up Todd!” he looks at John 

and tells him “Diana is alive!”, “she’s on Jacks base”. 

John runs back down to Tracy and Kim; “Diana is alive 

and she is on Jacks base”. Mike calls down to John; 

“meet me down below”, John and mike meet in the hanger. 

Mike walks over to Sam and opens the door; “get in 

John” said Mike, John gets into Sam. 
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Mike closes the door and tells John to push the 

blue button, he pushes the button; Sam transforms into 

a Tank. “I added this to Sam”; “It will help you on 

your missions”. John pushes the button to turn Sam back 

into a car; he opens the door and steps out of the car. 

A voice comes over the loud speaker, its Todd calling 

Mike to the bridge.  

Meanwhile, Diana is walking into the hanger of the 

old base. She walks up into the space ship; Jack hides 

behind the front of the ship. He takes out his weapon 

and walks towards the back of the ship; Diana walks out 

of the ship; he stops and hides. Diana walks over to 

the control panel; she opens the tunnel. She starts to 

walk over to the ship but, sees Jack behind the landing 

gear. 

She fires at Jack; he returns firing at her, Diana 

fires back and hits him. He runs over to the exit but, 

she hits him again; Jack falls to the floor. She walks 

up to Jack lying in a pool of blood she leans over; 

“your base is mine know Jack”. She gets up and walks 

down the tunnel; towards a small door on the left side 

of the tunnel.  

Diana walks into a small room; on the right side are 

some weapons, on the left side are vests. She looks in 

the middle; there is a small table, on the table is a 

large weapon. She takes the weapon and walks back to 

her bike; she puts the weapon in her pack. “This will 

take John out!” Diana looks over at Jack but, Jack was 

gone. 

“To Be Continuing”. 
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